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MAJOR C CEPTS IN MATRIX ANALYSIS 

New revised edition-expert coverage of the basis for math 
matical, physical, engineering, and economic applications. You 
can readily acquire an understanding of the fundamental parts 
of matrix theory that occur in analysis and application by con- 
sulting this book. 
It clearly covers the three basic parts of the theory: symmetric 
matrices and quadratic forms, matrices and differential equa- 
tions, and positive matrices and their use in probability theory 
and mathematical economics. 

Up-ated 2nd Edition INTRODUCTION TO MATRIX ANALYSIS 
features 3 new chapters Second Edition 
* Control Processes By Richard BelIman 
* Invariant Imbedding 432 pages $14.75 
* Numerical Inversion of the Laplace 

Transform and Tychonov Regularizatlon 
Bellman provides an important portion of the mathematical, physical, engineering, and 
theoretical treatment for the use of matrices economic backgrounds of the matrix theory 
in the computational solution of ordinary and introduced. Many references to Important 
partial differential equations by means of technical literature in the field of matrx 
digital computers. analysis, both theoretical and applied, arx 
Stochastic matrices and the way they enter also given. 
Into the study of differential equations with The book treats In detail the problem of de- 
random coefficients are covered. Thorough termining the extreme values of a quadratic 
treatment is given to dynamic programming, function of many variables. The coverage of 
with valuable material on how functional vectors and matrices develops a notation 
equation techniques can be applied to the which enables you to pursue the analytic 
solution of problems. approach with a minimum of arithmedc or 
Each section includes discussions of the analytic calculations. 

Also from McGraw-Hill-For the Mathematics Specialist 
AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
This unusual book introduces the concepts of linear programming in 
a nontechnical and humorous manner. It is the first to successfully 
introduce linear programming from a formulative point of view. Amus- 
ing real-life problems and numerous cartoons illustrate key principles. 
Contains an appendix which reviews mathematics involved and sum- 
marizes applications. Gives a firm grasp of this important modem 
decision-making technique-what it is, what it can do, how it's ap- 
plied, what type problems it solves. Presupposes little or no back- 
ground in the area 
by Saul 1 Gass $9.95 192 pages 

HANDBOOK OF PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS With Tables, 2nd Ed. 
A timely new edition of Burington and May's classic key to probability 
and statistics. Maintains structure that's proven sound, serviceable, 
and highly satisfactory for 20 years. Today's most vital theories and 
techniques within easy reach-in handy pocket-size format. 
Pared to essential formulas and facts; nevertheless gives many nu- 
merical examples and sources of further information. Includes tables 
of tolerance intervals, random numbers, distribution functions, lo- 
garithms, etc. plus extensive bibliography and complete indexes of 
subjects and symbols. 
by Richard Stevens Burington, and Donald Curtis May 476 pages $9.95 

Order through your local bookseller or directly from: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Dept. 23-MC 10 

330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 



CBMS 
The CBMS Regional Conference Series in Mathematics is a new series of 

monographs comprised of expository lectures presented at regional con- 
ferences sponsored by the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences 
with support from the National Science Foundation. The CBMS Regional 
Conferences feature a principal guest speaker who is required to develop 
his approximately ten lectures into a substantial expository paper. This 

ihi0 1 modulo each prime p and thence for the 
.0 "Algebraic and ana- integers themselves; the third part of nil- 

lytic aspects of operator algebras' by Irving potent group theory stems in the main from 
Kaplansky (24 pages; list price $2.20; the connection between Lie groups and Lie 
individual price $1.65), contains notes on algebras which was first discussed by A. 
the lectures presented at a conference held 1. Mal'cev. 
at the -University of Hawaii on June 9-13, 
1969. The theme is C*-algebras, together N < 
with their numerous alphabetical progeny 0* "Lectures in differ- 
(W*, AW*, CCR, GCR). However, where entiable dynamics" by Lawrence Markus 
appropriate, attention is paid to wider (52 pages; list price $2.70; individual price 
classes of Banach algebras, and the inter- $2.03), is based on the notes of the lectures 
play between algebras and analysis receives presented at Case Western Reserve Uni- 
recognition by occasional forays into pure versity on June 2-6, 1969. The author dis- 
ring theory. It fittingly begins with a simple cusses the history of differentiable dynamics, 
characterization of von Neumann regular differentiable dynamics, definitions, and 
rings which promises to be quite useful. examples; basic problems of differentiable 

dynamics; comparison and contrast of 

0 2 "Lecture notes on nil- topological and differentiable dynamics; 
elementary concepts of topological dynam- 

potent groups" by Gilbert Baumslag (76 ics; contrast of topological and differentiable 
pages; list price $3.10; individual price system theory; Morse-Smale, Anosov hyper- 
$2.33), is substantially the same as the notes bolic and generic dynamical systems; and 
prepared as an aid to the ten lectures given the principal results of differentiable dy- at the University of Texas on May 26-30, namics. 
1969. These lectures are concerned, in the 
main, with finitely generated nilpotent N A 
groups. The theory of these groups is rich A * At "Twisted honeycombs" 
and exciting. There seem to be three main by H. S. M. Coxeter (52 pages; list price 
parts to this theory. The first of these deals $2.70; individual price $2.03), is based on 
with the so-called commutator calculus, lectures presented on August 18-27, 1969, 
which was initiated by Philip Hall; the at the University of Maine. The subject 
second aspect of the theory is, in a sense, matter is described as follows: A honeycomb 
governed by a single principle which may is defined as a symmetrical subdivision of a 
be likened to a well-known procedure in three-dimensional manifold into a number 
elementary number theory where one shows of polyhedral cells, all alike, each rotation 
that a proposition about the integers holds that is a symmetry operation of a cell being 
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REGIONAL CONFERENCE SERIES 

IN MATHEMATICS 

series of monographs is the result. Standing orders for all forthcoming 
volumes in the series, as well as individual orders, may be placed with the 
American Mathematical Society, a 25% reduction being offered to all 
individuals and book dealers. Copies may also be ordered from the Con- 
ference Board of the Mathematical Sciences, 834 Joseph Henry Building, 
2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037. 

also a symmetry operation of the whole June 1-5, 1970. The edge-of-the-wedge 
configuration. The honeycomb is said to be theorem deals with a question about analytic 
twisted if it is not symmetrical by reflection; continuation of holomorphic functions of 
thus a twisted honeycomb, like a screw, several complex variables. The problem 
occurs in right-handed and left-handed arose in physics in connection with quantum 
varieties. The subject originated in 1933, field theory and dispersion relations, and 
when Weber and Seifert considered two the theorem was first proved by Bogolyubov 
one-celled honeycombs, each consisting of in this connection. The present paper gives 
a regular dodecahedron with opposite complete and self-contained proofs of 
faces identified. The work involves a combin- several versions of this theorem, and also 
nation of geometry and group theory, contains some applications to function theory 
assisted by quaternions. in a polydisc. 

o1 5 aJ 0 . 7 "Holomorphic vector 
"recent advances in fields on compact Ka6hler manifolds" by 

*omotopy theory" by George W. Whitehead 
Yozo Matsushima (40 pages; list price $2.50- 

(88 pages; list price $3.20; individual price i 

$2.40), is based on lectures delivered at lecture pre at ichi state e 

the New Mexico State University on December 
l 

27-31, 1969. Homotopy theory, which has sity, June 15-19, 1970. The volume contains 
' ' ~~~~~~~~~seventeen chapters entitled: Kahler geom- 

experienced rapid development in the last etry; harn frs e 1-for ofy 

twenty-fiveyears, has had cl profound effect 
er;hroi om;Te1fr ftp 

enotyver yearchas 
had 

aop rofoun Theffec (0, 1) corresponding to a holomorphic vector 
field; Laplacian A'; An integral formula; The 

tion in its early history that many phenomena case C1I(M) 0; The case of C1(M) ? 0; 
become much more regular in the "stable 
range" has led to a particularly rapid de- remar on Tho orpe s of n pro - 

velopent f stble omotpy teoryas a 
remark on holomorphic vector fields on pro- velopment of stable homotopy theory as a jetvalbrimnfod;TeAaes 

subject in its own right. This monograph is varie algebraic manifolds; The Albanese 

intended to describe some of the advances, mapTe ca of H odg manifold ; G- 

particularly in the stable theory. 
ma;Tecs fHdemnfl;G 

sheaves; The action of Auto(M) on complex 

a | line bundles over M; The Lie derivative of a 

O 6, "Lectures on the edge- complex line bundle; The kernel of the 
of-the-wedge theorem" by Walter Rudin homomorphism PF; Proof of Blanchard 

(36 pages; list price $2.40; individual price Theorem. 

$1.80), contains the notes of lectures given 
at the University of Missouri, St. Louis, on 

P. 0. Box 63248, Providence, 
Rhode Island 02904 
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and how then to solve the resulting equation. The 
Typit can supply you with any presentation requires no prior knowledge of com- 
symbol you want. We have over puter prefogramin tgaxncdcaan be used on any com- 
1200 now in stock, and can make dents' interest is attempted by considering a broad 
additional symbols to meet your spectrum of both classical and modern topics. The 
requirements. Typit symbols are selection of topics is of value to mathematically oni- 
used world-wide by industry, edu- ented workers in physics, chemistry, biology, statis- 
cation, and government,.is engineering, economics, sociology and psychol- 

, e~~~~~~~~~gy. Chapter VII DISCRETE MODEL THEORY and 
These symbols easily adapt to Chapter VOII INTERVAL ARITHMETIC present mate- 
your present typewriter (even a rial that is not found in any other basic book in 
Electricc. For further information numerical analysis. 
write for free catalog or call: Typit PUBLICATION DATE 12/1170 c. 200 pp. $9.50 list. hardyte 
Division, Mechanical Enterprises, 
Inc., 5249 Duke Street, Alexandria, ____________________ 

Virginia 22304. l ...... 
__ . . 3322 West Peterson Av. Chicago, llinois 60645 * (312) 539.Om 

IH NOMECHANICAL ENTERPRISES 

INDEX TO MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTATION, 1943-1969 
275 pages; list price $19.90; institutional member price $14.95; individual member price $9.95 

The INDEX TO MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTATION is a compilation, by author ond by subject, of all material 
which has appeared in MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTATION and its predecessor, MATHEMATICAL TABLES AND OTHER 
AIDS TO COMPUTATION, during the years 1943-1969-twenty-three published volumes. The INDEX contains 6,000 
entries. This is an unusual compilation because of the unique character of the journal which not only publishes research 
papers, but also publishes reviews of material on mathematics of computation and a table errata section covering a 
number of other publications. In addition, an unpublished mathematical tables (UMT) file is maintained. 

A new classification system, which was developed in 1969 by a committee chaired by Yudell Luke of the Midwest 
Research Institute, is used in the subject classification index. In this section, all articles, tables, reviews, and so forth 
are classified. The classification scheme is designed as an indexing system for retrieval of information in MATHEMATICS 
OF COMPUTA1'ION, and the present index contains classification numbers for all entries beginning with 1943. 

The author index has been set up so that it gives bibliographical information on all of the items published in the 
journal. Information in this index includes title of article; information on language of summaries or discussion; translated 
title of books not in English, French, German, or Italian; title of book which is a collection of articles written by a number 
of authors; volume, year, and number of pages; publisher of a book; journal title of periodicals; information concerning 
translations; MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS numbers; subject classification. Each article, is identified by both an ordering 
numeral and an identifying code in order that the reader may tell quickly whether the information listed concerns a 
primary research publication, a review of the work, errata to a table, or any of the other types of information covered 
by the journal. These identifying codes appear in the subject classification index, also, to refer the reader to the author 
index. The system provides a cross-reference system that enables the reader to retrieve information rapidly. 

The preparation of the subject classification index was supported in part by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation (GN-691). 

Please send orders to 

AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
P. 0. Box 6248 

Providence, Rhode Island 02904 
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